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Far Cry 3 Review

StarCraft 2: Heart of the Swarm Beta Ends March 1st
By Taylor Cocke | PC New s | Feb 9, 2013 1:11 PM | 19 Comments

Were you lucky enough to get in on the Starcraft 2: Heart of the Swarm beta? Well, enjoy it while it lasts,
because as of March 1st, Blizzard will shut everything down in preparation for the launch of the expansion
on March 12th. Better get in as many games as you can, folks. Read More »

World of Tanks 8.4 Bringing New Tanks, Updated Maps, and a
Tutorial for Noobs
By Taylor Cocke | PC New s | Feb 9, 2013 11:38 AM | 5 Comments

The folks behind World of Tanks sure like to keep things fresh. Wargaming announced that the next update
to the free-to-play game (version 8.4, for those of you keeping track) will contain a bunch of new tanks and
four updated maps. Most importantly, there's going to be a brand new tutorial for new players to get into
World of Tanks. Read More »

EA is Cool with Dead Space 3 Resource Exploit
By Taylor Cocke | PC New s | Feb 9, 2013 10:51 AM | 26 Comments

Well, this is interesting. As PC Gamer reports, players have discovered a bit of an exploit in Dead Space 3
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that allows them to get an unlimited supply of random items by way of taking advantage of a constantly
respawning item in the first half of the game. One would think EA would want to remove the exploit, but
apparently the publisher is cool with it, telling PCG "We have no plans to issue a patch to change this
aspect of the game." Read More »

Wasteland 2 First Look is Delightfully Old School
By Taylor Cocke | PC New s | Feb 9, 2013 9:37 AM | 15 Comments

"By selecting the icon for perception, you can do a skill check on the enemy," says Development Director
on Wasteland 2 Chris Keenan. And with that, I'm sold. It's been a while since a game has been so openly
old school in the way that its mechanics and story work. Heck, the text screen in the bottom right hand
corner harkens back to the days of RPG yore. Wasteland 2 is not messing around. Read More »

Wizardry Online Review
By Leif Johnson | PC Review s | Feb 8, 2013 6:00 PM | 10 Comments

If nothing else, Wizardry Online is a step in the right direction for those of us who dream of a Dark Souls
MMORPG. Gamepot's unique free-to-play MMO might strut about with the logo of the venerable but long-
dormant RPG franchise, but it's Hidetaka Miyazaki's punishing dark fantasy RPG's influence that feels the
strongest here, manifesting itself in both the details and the broad strokes of Wizardry's design. We can
see it in the interactive objects that glitter like stars in the dark recesses of dungeons. We can feel it in the
way combat requires active timed uses of the shield for blocking. And together with the traditions of the
original Wizardry, it taunts us with the threat of death. Yet it's all wrapped in such a shoddy and
unattractive package that it nearly blows the whole thing. Read More »

Path of Exile vs Diablo 3 vs Torchlight 2: Three Huge ARPGs
Compared
By GameSpy Staff | PC Articles | Feb 8, 2013 2:30 PM | 55 Comments

Diablo 3, Path of Exile, and Torchlight 2 might seem similar to the untrained eye: they're all action-RPGs
about hitting monsters until they explode into goo, leveling up, unlocking skills, and grabbing the sweetest
loot. Looking a little closer, however, shows how each one has its own take on the formula, with a special
brew of features and a unique ARPG flavor. Here's what they all have in common, and what each does
that's unique. Read More »
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Rome 2's Getting Some Pissed-Off Gauls
By Brian Mardiney | PC New s | Feb 8, 2013 1:21 PM | 18 Comments

When you think "rampaging barbarian horde," what do you envision (aside from Black Friday Walmart
shoppers)? Hairy, axe-wielding brutes, possibly backed by forest-worshiping shamans, right? That's
exactly what Creative Assembly just announced we're getting in Total War: Rome 2's Averni tribe faction.
Read More »

Maxis Announces Second SimCity Beta Weekend
By Matthew  Rorie | PC New s | Feb 8, 2013 10:46 AM | 84 Comments

Reaction to SimCity has been somewhat...mixed, shall we say? Plenty of people who've been exposed to
the game have good things to say about the actual gameplay, but try as they might, Maxis and EA can't
quite get away from the firestorm that requiring a constant internet connection generated in many PC
gamers. We won't be able to fully judge the game until it's released, of course, but in the meantime, if
you're interested in getting your hands on a slice of gameplay a bit early, Maxis has announced a second
beta that'll be coming down the pipe on February 16th. Read on for details. Read More »

Dungeonland Review
By Richard Cobbett | PC Review s | Feb 8, 2013 10:45 AM | 12 Comments

Dungeonland knows what evil truly craves. Not power. Not riches. Those are pleasant enough, but they're
nothing next to a button marked "Evil Laugh" for celebrating victory against any pesky heroes who thought
they could take on your majesty. "Nyah-ha-ha!" echoes the sound of your triumph. "NYAH-HA-HA!" It's just
too bad not everyone gets to have as much fun in this endearing but under-baked hack-and-slash that tries
to put the "party" back into "adventure party." Read More »
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Zombie Studios' Going Dark with Daylight
By Mike Sharkey | PC New s | Feb 8, 2013 9:11 AM | 6 Comments

Zombie Studios' Unreal Engine 3-powered shooter, Blacklight: Retribution, is easy on the eyes, particularly
for a free-to-play game. That's why I'm expecting their new Unreal Engine 4 project to be a graphical
knockout. It's called Daylight, and Zombie took the wraps off of the psychological thriller at DICE last night.
Read More »

Rage Tool Kit Launches Today on Steam
By Mike Sharkey | PC New s | Feb 8, 2013 8:35 AM | 29 Comments

Sure, the market is already swimming in competitive multiplayer first-person shooters, but when id
Software launched Rage in 2011 without team deathmatch, it felt Paul-Reubens-not-wearing-his-Pee-Wee-
Herman-outfit wrong. Yes, the studio that created team deathmatch decided it would be a good idea not  to
include the competitive mode in its FPS. That's a problem we can fix. And by "we" I mean all you talented
modders out there. The Rage Tool Kit is launching on Steam later today, opening the hood on idTech 5.
Read More »

Aliens: Colonial Marines' Season of DLC Begins in March with
Bug Hunt
By Mike Sharkey | PC New s | Feb 8, 2013 7:29 AM | 22 Comments

Aliens: Colonial Marines is set to send Xeno hunters back to LV-426 on Tuesday, but it appears that will
just be the start of this new Aliens adventure. Sega confirmed today what the rumor mill has been
reporting: a season's worth of downloadable content, including campaign and multiplayer packs, will begin
shipping in March. Read More »
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Star Wars: Episode 3.5 - The RPG: Obsidian Pitching a New Star
Wars Game
By Mike Sharkey | PC New s | Feb 8, 2013 6:52 AM | 27 Comments

Obsidian Entertainment is plugging away at its crowd-funded old-school RPG, Project Eternity, but the
studio is also hoping to get started on another big game that's sure to cause a buzz in the Force: a new
Star Wars RPG set between the events portrayed in Episode 3: Revenge of the Sith and Episode 4: A New
Hope. Read More »

Dreamfall Chapters: The Longest Journey Kickstarted
By Mike Sharkey | PC New s | Feb 8, 2013 6:19 AM | 14 Comments

The longest journey begins with a first step... on Kickstarter. Ragnar Tornquist and his start-up studio Red
Thread Games launched the crowd-funding campaign for Dreamfall Chapters: The Longest Journey this
morning, seeking $850,000 to finally answer the question, "What the hell happened after the cliffhanger
ending in Dreamfall: The Longest Journey?" Read More »

Europa Universalis IV's Million Tiny Steps Forward
By Rob Zacny | PC Preview s | Feb 7, 2013 4:37 PM | 11 Comments

Even as a fan of the series, I was skeptical the first time I heard about Europa Universalis IV. Europa
Universalis III was still going strong on my hard drive, and I didn't exactly see why I needed another just
yet. Whatever improvements Paradox might make with EU4, they'd likely be marginal, a bit of extra polish
and the odd tweaking, but not something worth getting excited about, right?

Then they let me play it. And everything I thought about EU4 went straight out the window. Read More »
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